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The Super Dr  is doing wonders in
the health care networks.

SUPER DR: THE NEXT 
BIG THING

A brief about the Super Dr
systems which transformed
the Mumbai Covid Centers 

THE GAME
 CHANGERS

We are showing that
transparency in healthcare

was always possible but
there was no apt technology

for it.

TAKING OVER
THE WORLD
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The document here is proprietary material  of i9 innovations and
Educations Pvt Ltd.  This is  prepared solely for the purpose of
information to relevant users and cl ients mainly about our f lagship
product The Super Dr.  By accessing this document you agree to
maintain str ict confidential ity regarding its model and also the
content.  Disclosure or sharing of the same to any person /  Agency,
whom i9 innovations would deem to be its competitor ,  would be
considered a violation of this confidential ity .

Disclaimer
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ABOUT
i9 Innovations & educations Pvt Ltd  is  an
Educational ,  Networking,  and IT Solutions
Company for Healthcare and its related
industries ,  offering consultancy,  professionally
managed services,  and software development,
We have a reputation of excellence in
supporting and serving our customers and users .
We research & provide  the optimum solution to
meet your operational needs,  using an in-house
consultancy expertise,  and software
development.  We create perfectly tai lored
scalable systems, and support services for every
Healthcare organization as per their  needs.
 
We also excel in providing IT support ,  trained
technical Man-power,  Onsite Staff ,
Administrative ski l ls  development program, in
addition to project management,  strategic,  and
business solutions,  integrated into the cl ient’s
business processes.  Our core special ity is  to
provide latest Web technologies,  Mobile and Tab
applications,  On Android as well  as iOS
platforms. To al l  healthcare sectors such as
cl inics ,  health centers ,  laboratories ,  pharmacies,
pharmaceutical industries ,  Research centers ,
State & Municipal Administration etc.
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Our Medical researchers have achieved remarkable progress in the
healthcare industry past 14 years and are evident in the healthcare
indices,  which are provided in every corner of our application the
Super Dr.  This achievement was hailed by many observers and is
the outcome of dedicated services and performances,  consistently
in the f ield of Health care.

What is  needed is a scientif ic cum digital  approach, to the
management of the patient records,  with a particular protocol and
not miss important aspects of healthcare.  There are a lot of
avoidable human errors ,  which we identify & offer corrective
measures.  It 's  our moral responsibil ity to maintain the health of
society which is fast deteriorating due to communicable as well  as
non-communicable diseases.

Medical Research
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OUR TEAM



The changes brought about by Super Dr systems will be fundamental with long-

lasting effects. There will also be a great deal of process re-engineering as well. The

public healthcare system will undergo an unprecedented transformation, and will

no more have the old and outdated mode of communication between the doctor

the patient and the administration.

Transformation
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The single largest component of this project is the software application. This

process will adopt the most agile programming method where the developer

and the user will be involved fully throughout the development cycle or

implementation of the Super Dr.

Application Development

OUR TEAM
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Our team at i9 innovations comprises young doctors and experienced Super

specialist consultants. All IT personnel have a fair Healthcare background adding

to it para medical staff were drawn in from the industry. This team will eventually

take over the system once fully functional. The team will also be instrumental in

various aspects of technology, Database administration, System administration,

Protocol management etc.

Development 

Our support team is a group of Doctors Para-medicals and software experts from

various wings of the Health industry. They are a part of application development

and this team will be solely responsible for the smooth process management as

well as timely upgrades and updates to the software.

Support 

OUR TEAM



INTEGRITY &
CREDIBIL ITY

We conduct ourselves with uncompromising integrity and honesty as

individuals, as teams, and as a company. We strive to earn enduring

credibility with others, which we believe is essential to long-term personal

and business relationships. We design products that are frugal and easily

accepted by the masses. There by cutting the cost of technology so that

everyone is able to participate in the innovations.  
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Cultivate integrity & credibility be worthy of belief.

Remember the fragile nature of credibility, it takes time to build
and moments to lose.

Do what you say you will do, & always follow through.

Be responsive - work on end-user feedback to optimize overall
effective service in a timely way.

Communicate status and decisions - openly, and in a timely
manner.
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To be authentic, genuine, and true to yourself - so that people take
you at face value.

Listen - seek first to understand end-user experience and optimize
our services based on it.

Talent will be useless without training and Practice.

We stand up for what we believe in and are willing to put ourselves
on the line.

Always put values ahead of short term gains.

Tell the whole truth - deliver the complete message.

INTEGRITY &
CREDIBIL ITY



The one single largest component of this project is the software application.

This process will adopt the most agile programing method where in the

developer and the user both will be involved full throughout the

development cycle. The end user experience is the most important aspect

of the entire development.

Customer Focus
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We believe, Excellence is best described as doing the right things rightly,

every time. Improving the previous effort by selecting the most important

things to be done and then accomplishing them 100% correctly.

Excellence



To connect doctors, allied services, and patients to derive credible and accurate

healthcare services which go a long way at not only saving lives, but also deliver a

superior quality healthcare, which patients & physicians can recommend to each

other and create an ecosystem within the country for rapid expansion of health

care services across the length and breadth of our country.

Our Mission
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To be the pioneer in connecting doctors, allied services, and patients to

derive credible and accurate healthcare services which will go a long way at

not only saving lives but also creating an ecosystem within the country for

rapid expansion of healthcare services across the length and breadth of our

country, and later become a world leader in connecting Healthcare

infrastructure, improve the patient-doctor experience, for greater research

protection and development of care.

Our Vision



We believe in giving back to the society is the highest expression of potency. In

the very act of giving, we experience our strength. Remember our beginning,

encourage the beginners, try and erase shortcomings ourselves instead of

complains.  Our wealth which empowers us to strive forward was not always

ours or neither will be. This experience of heightened vitality and potency fills

us with joy. We experience ourselves as overflowing, spending, alive, and hence

joyous. Giving is more joyous than receiving, not because it is a deprivation, but

because in the act of giving lies the expression of our aliveness.

Giving 
back to 
Society
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Facilitate quality & accuracy to the masses & needy.

Provide a single platform across all the facilities.

Traditional platforms are long outdated. 

To harness the full potential of a healthcare provider.

To have an error free communications within the platform.

Achieve high levels of transparency & TAT.

Collate data for any epidemic or pandemic, preparedness &

disaster management.

Why Digital ?
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Common Registration for every Indian.

Free EHR facility 

A unique Super Dr PIN .

To access & be accessible.

Freedom to consult Doctor anytime anywhere.

Freedom to avail a digital report anywhere via Cloud s

Convenience 
of an Ecosystems.



Hospital Operations
Intelligent paperless OPD and IPD based on templates,

Alerts & AI based suggestion at critical checkpoints.
High levels of treatment accuracy .
TAT for analysis & Quality management.
NABH quality markers and registers.
Digital one touch IPD
One touch OPD
Queue management
Integrated Path Lab & Radiology equipments.
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Dashboard for quick Management.
Easy locators, Notifications.
Error free secured and digitally communications.

Real time Data for faster diagnosis & Treatments.
iCD 10 enabled NABH Compliant.
No  additional staff for Quality control.
Instant start.
Any device.
Smart Theater.
Automated Billing systems.
2 hours of training only.



DATA
SECURITY
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Patient Privacy and Safety Compliance:
Patient health data management is a very critical and legal business. Every

compliance related to patient’s health information including privacy norms and

active clinical decision support at the point of care for patient’s safety is

demonstrable and delivered as an integral part of the handover.

Data Security:
Our products are designed and implemented for the highest level of data security,

such as GDPR or HIPAA, or such equivalent standards. We strive to achieve it real

time testing for almost a year before launch.

Data and Application Interoperability:
You can have a robust and easily connected HMIS and PACS with your national and

international information exchange that specialize in health data. Our products are

therefore compliant and certified with world class interoperability’s standards, such

as, FHIR APIs and IHE profiles meant for health information exchange based data

and application integrations by design.

Data visualization and Analytics:
The Super Dr and other products have a sophisticated data warehousing and

mining capability. We have a proven track record of evolving enterprise Data

analytics and visualization skills and its demonstrable for eventual

implementations.



Technology is a key enabler. It provides Healthcare professionals with the

right information, at the right time, in the right way to get the job done. At

I9, our accurate and experienced approach provides expert advice and

services to deliver technology that will grow and flex with you.

Forwarding information
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i9 innovations was established in the year 2014, with a vision to create an IT

company exclusively for Healthcare providers that delivered on the

promise of providing a superior and proactive patient experience. Qualified

professionals were further trained and updated to meet the technological

advancements happening around the world in the Healthcare Sector.

Super specialist Medicos from various faculties joined hands to create an

environment that took Healthcare services to a next level. So that India can

be ready to become the next healthcare destination for the world.

Enabling
technology,
supporting people



We have strict processes in place across the organization to ensure that we

follow best practices in all customer interactions. The Super Dr application

and the platform were conceptualized to enhance and harness the full

potential of the Doctors, nurses, and technicians, cutting down the

communicational errors and saving their time from clerical work, and

unnecessary wastage of writing the same templates time and again.

Quality and 
consistency
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MYTHS
common 

A M O N G S T  U S
I N D I A N S
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India is a 
3rd world country 
& most Indians do not

have a Smart phone...

Myth #1
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Less 
IT Savvy people
& reluctance to go digital. . .

Poor INTERNET
penetration
& frequent connectivity issues.. .

Myth #2

Myth #3



Lets check
the 
facts 
Source : Statista

www.statista.com
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STATS
Number of 
smartphone users 
in India in 2015 to 2020 with a forecast until
2025(in millions)
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Number of Smartphone 
users by country as of September 2019 (in
millions)*
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STATS



Countries with the highest number of internet
users as of December 2019(in millions)
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STATS



ONLY
TO

CHINA 
in use of Smart Phones

and Internet 

yes we are second 
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92%
of Businesses across the world are paperless. We are already late. Let's

catch up. Almost 90% of the population is now well versed with a

Keyboard which was not the case 10 years ago. Let's now change what

can be changed as early as possible. Let's set an example for the

generations to follow. Let's just not talk of saving trees, let us be a part

of the Green Revolution.
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INTRODUCING

Super Dr is India's first and most comprehensive ecosystem dedicated to

making healthcare services simpler, accurate and credible for everyone.  Our

mission is to connect doctors, allied services and patients to drive credible

and accurate health care services which go a long way at not only saving

lives but also to create an ecosystem within the country for rapid expansion

of health care services across the length & breadth of our country.  We are

young as an organization but backed up by seasoned professionals from the

health care sector. We aim to pioneer an innovative, free, cloud-based model

for patients to store, share and consult health care professionals. Our

processes are in a constant state of transformation to incorporate the latest

advancements in healthcare facilities in our ecosystem of services.
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THE ECOSYSTEM 

Super Dr's platform connects the complex ecosystem of medical professionals,

patients, labs, billers, imaging centers and life science partners. Healthcare

partners connect with our community of medical professionals about services

that streamline their daily practice, allowing them to focus on delivering value-

based care and drive better patient outcomes.

Our real-time clinical software would grow to become the first, largest and most

accurate clinical dataset in the India. From identifying disease outbreaks to

tracking Meaningful Use progress, Super Dr’s clinical research team is dedicated

to helping independent medical practices deliver better, safer and more

efficient care. 
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THE FEATURES

A much-needed Hospital Networking Platform (HNP)

Reduced transitional errors in medical practice.

Reduced diagnostic and treatment time. 

Geographic monitoring of disease outbreak.

Healthy baby, healthy society.

Mobile applications for all involved.

A great UI UX for reluctant users.

Huge savings/month

Good earnings through Super Dr 

NABH enablement.

Clinical Database.

Machine interfacing

PACS

Treatment Schedule, alerts and analysis.

Easy locators for Blood banks, Ambulances and allied

services.

Technology enablement to make healthcare affordable &

easily available.
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offers 
Honesty and
Transparency

Reliability and
Responsibility

Paper-less error
free delivery
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It's like using
WhatsApp or
Facebook 
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THE SUPER DR
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1.  Charting 
2.  E prescription 
3.  Labs interfacing
4.  ICU Device interfacing
5.  Peer Referrals
6.  Notify Authorities
7.  Billing Integration

CLINICAL FEATURES OF
SUPER DOCTOR
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8.  One click Registration processes
9.  Appointments Calendar
10.Online Booking
11. Multi-Clinic Facilitation
12. Registrations and CME points
13. Digital treatment plans
14. Digital communication

15. Monitoring patients Remotely
16. Fastest Diagnosis
17. Consents
18. Schedule your Day
19. Efficient Customization
20. Patient Engagement
21. Grow with Super Dr
22. HIPAA
23. NABH
24. HL7
25. BYOD (Bring your own device)
26. CYOD (Choose your own device)
27. Complies to all EHR standards 



India's
first
system 

&&
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KEY FEATURES

Super Dr. is India’s first professionally developed Consultation

application available to doctors and hospitals. The availability

of customized templates makes it easy for Doctors to start by

simply selecting a template from our library.  With intuitive

note assists, doctors can save precious time while

Consultation. Availability over mobiles and tablets makes the

entire process very dynamic with the ability to review and

record details on the go. The Doctors now can never miss an

important history of the patient as they can see it in a glance

and also help by suggesting preventive care using the

dynamic attach-template inbuilt with Super Dr. 

Charting
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Prescribing a medicine and at the same time storing it in your

own database was never possible until now. Doctors can start

e prescriptions in a jiffy with Super Dr. and can set their own

favorites in prescriptions which can be recalled by a single

click. Set up drug-drug and drug-allergy interaction checks to

improve accuracy and help prevent interactions. Set up

minimum and maximum dosage of a particular medicine

once and create an error message for future.

E prescription



Request for a test will now be available in the lab even before the

patient reaches the lab, Appointments can be taken scheduled

accordingly. Labs can directly upload the reports and images, to

super Dr. thereby saving precious time and making reports available

to Doctors and patients simultaneously. Auto updation of EHR

records of the patient by the lab or imaging service provider.

Labs and Imaging
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Complete integration of all Pathology machines like ABG, Biochemistry,

Cell Counter as well as ICU Monitors, Ventilators, ECG Machines, of top

brands like Vitros, Siemen, GE, etc, gives the Super Dr user a clear

distinct benefit of zero TAT & huge savings in cost of operation, and

Remote monitoring. 

Fully integrated Labs
& ICU

KEY FEATURES



Super Dr offers its own PACs Sever along with a Dicom viewer fully

integrated with the system, avoiding the need of expensive XRAY & CT-

SCAN printers, toners, ink and the print media, giving you a direct savings of

over 20 lakhs. The Integration helps Radiologist and Cardiologists, with

Integration of CT Scan, MRI, X-Ray, Cath Labs, Ultrasound etc.

PACS Server / DICOM
Viewer
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Electronic referrals and secure messaging for streamlined collaboration

amongst doctors. Secure electronic messaging with staff and network

providers also allows for instant collaboration on patient care in real

time across all facilities. The referrals will remain in the patient logins

forever. You can also attach a chart note directly from your consultation

to your peers. Your clinic runs more smoothly and collaborates on

patient care with staff, nurses, and other providers with secure

messaging,

Peer Referrals

KEY FEATURES



Most of the time intentional notifying to the authorities about a

particular epidemic also becomes difficult due to the tedious form

fillings and manual mode of communications. Super Dr Offers the

perfect solutions, offering an auto generated notify button during

your consultation so you have to put no extra effort for the same.

Giving you a secured and updated medical practice in harmony with

the authorities.

Notify Authorities
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U07. 1 

ICD 10: Covid 19
confirmed U07.1 
The Super Dr incorporated all the ICD Code 10. ICD-10 is the 10th

revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and

Related Health Problems (ICD), a medical classification list by the World

Health Organization (WHO). It contains codes for diseases, signs and

symptoms, abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances, and

external causes of injury or diseases

KEY FEATURES



The automated billing systems will make sure you never miss a single

entry, thereby losing revenue. With Super Dr, you have an integrated

billing application which helps you not just bill faster but also realize

payment and reconcile accounts faster. Integrate with your existing billing

software HMIS. We have easily exportable reports to help you with your

account reconciliation process. The Super Dr gives you the flexibility to

update patients every time a single charge code is even updated or a

service is indented. 

Billing Integration

KEY FEATURES
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The Daily scheduler is the important part of your desk top and an

integrated appointments calendar helps you plan your different Clinic

locations effectively without having to worry about how your day is

going to be. With an integrated calendar which accepts online as well

as offline appointments, it helps you plan things faster and better.

Appointments Calendar

KEY FEATURES
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Cut down on phone calls with free online appointment booking Use

your Super Dr profile to attract new patients and let current patient’s

book appointments online. Directly integrated with your EHR schedule,

online booking brings in business while saving staff scheduling time.

Online Booking



Registration with a local body or the Medical council is as easy as ever.

You can now enroll for a lecture or a CME within the app and acquire

points within the app. The Super Dr application gives you the liberty of

attending online lectures and securing important updates and having

it stored for life time. 

Registrations and CME
points
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Digital Treatment plans are part of your daily consultations making

certain protocol based treatment for a particular ailment and

repeating that for common causes will save time and errors in the

fast day to day life. Making life tension free and save you any

medicolegal hazards for future. One touch OPD as it is called simply

enhances the patient experience as he gets a complete prescription

with dos donts etc, without you typing it or missing on an important

piece of advice. 

Digital Treatment Plans

KEY FEATURES



Super Dr Web based software not only gives you ease and beautiful

templates for your practice but also completely erases the

communication errors. Here the request and the indent are in crystal

clear formats so there are no transitional errors. The communications

are also timed so that important TATS can be monitored to improve

the service delivery from every individual of the organization. 

Digital Communication
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No sooner the lab reports are generated its available to view in Doctors

login. This feature saves a lot of time to start an important therapy or

decide a treatment line with immediate dos and don’ts. The treatment

plan then can be prescribed from any place in the world, saving time

and efforts of the treating physician and also starting the important

treatment schedule of the patient.

Express
Diagnosis

KEY FEATURES



Super Dr has a by default consent and if the additional consents

are needed its available in form of ready templates.  Super Dr also

offers you to customize your own disclaimer and consent for a

safer and efficient practice.

Consents
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Its common that ignorant or at times over smart patients tend to take

undue advantages of the FREE facilities available at a Govt centre. For

example the Sonolgist keeps diagnosing the same patient more than

once.  Super Dr system implements the checks and balances at the

POS saving precious time, resources & money.

Mis-use of Diagnostic
facilities 

KEY FEATURES



No more excessive to and fro travelling unplanned visits, the Super

Dr Scheduler will give you the exact daily route maps and pre-

booked appointments so you save time money and energy and

are back home on time to be with your loved ones.

Schedule your Day
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The Super Dr offers you a vast range of Templates, and Professors to

begin your practice. It also gives you open templates to customize in

your own way and you yourself create better templates and can offer

us back to be shared with your colleagues and juniors.

Efficient Customization

KEY FEATURES



Updated Queue Management
CRM Software
Review Management System
Social Media Marketing
SMS & Whatsapp interfacing
Three Click IPD rounds 
Three Click OPD Consultation
Online payment Gateway
Quality Markers & Indicators
Vendor management

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

NEW FEATURES
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1.      Data (EHR) available anywhere across he world.

2.      Secured password protection.

3.      Detailed one time Registration process.

4.      Family history.

PATIENT DATA CLOUD
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5.      Medical and Surgical History Declaration.

6.      Allergies which cannot be missed ever.

7.      Reminders.

8.      Automatic Doctor Appointments & Follow-ups.

.9.     Online pharmacy indent.

10.    Diagnostic centers and labs.

11.     E-sharing of reports.

12.    Online submission for Medi-claims.

13.    Auto Appointments.

14.    Medical certificates.



15.   Drug Diary and Medical Education.

16.   Dos and Don'ts.
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17.   Choose a doctor.

18.   Vaccination reminder and charting.

19.    Doctor's credentials.

20.  Epidemic outburst & Seasonal Alerts.

21.   Specialty Surgical Centers.

22.   Online ambulance search.

23.   Blood Bank Locator.

24.   Homecare services (online).

25.   Medical equipment’s for rent.

26.   Testimonials & Feedback.

27.   Donate to a needy.

28.   Help from various trusts.

PATIENT DATA CLOUD



The most important aspect of medical treatment? Yes, the patient information,

no sooner it's available to an expert, the treatment can be initiated from any part

of the world. The Super Dr app promises possibilities to transform the healthcare

services going forward. It continues to add value to the immense hard work of

the medical staff. The goals are immense, right from prevention, reduction of

healthcare costs, smart usage of manpower, Remote monitoring, & saving lives

as well as Money. This will benefit both the care provider and the patients.

Medical Data (EHR).
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Every data is completely safe and secure and encrypted within the App and

the cloud with a dual factor authentication. The company invests a major part

providing data security of the highest level. All the stake holders are

mandatorily made to adhere to strict security policies.

Secured password
protection.



The user henceforth will now never have to queue for registering

themselves during a repeat visit to the hospital or clinic. The app can

give the Hospital / Clinic instant registration every time the patient visits.

Once registered, the info will be available in an updated format

automatically.

Detailed one-time
Registration process.
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Family: All family history will be available to the treating physician in his

login.

Medical:  The Medical history will be added and updated every time

there is a new entry.

Surgical: The Surgical History with pictures of previous surgeries will be

available and also updated post the new one.

History

Allergies cannot be
missed ever
Allergies and reaction details of any kind in the past are available in the

allergy screen & reminds the Doctors, during consultations or IPD Visits,

so the all-important care is taken by the Dr every time he treats you.



Medicine reminders: 

If notifications are turned on, the App will remind you of the

medications to be taken timely with proper instructions every

time.

Investigations reminders: 

The investigation reminder reminds you of the investigations

like the Blood sugar and other routine tests you do on regular

basis.

Follow-up reminders:   

Follow up reminder not only reminds you of the follow-up

with the Dr It also automatically takes an appointment with

the Dr and saves you the trouble of calling.

Diet & Exercise reminders: 

The app is smartly designed to give you diet and alerts for your

daily exercises.

Reminders
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Taking a specialist appointments was never this easy, find any

doctor for a particular ailment, take appointments within the app,

and get reminders about the same. 

Cancellations, rescheduling, alerts, are key features, For this busy

medical fraternity. the App will give you timely reminders and guide

you through your treatment plan in the prescribed manner by your

treating physician.

Appointments & Follow-ups.
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Video Consultancy
Contact-less video consultancy with digital templates providing the

much needed social distancing and speed. A video consultation helps

reduce almost 50% of unnecessary traffic in the OPD and at the same

time generates revenue from the same call which was previously neither

possible nor accepted. 

Don't miss a single patient now.



The app is synced with all pharmacies so you have multiple choices of

pharmacies instead of one. The transitional errors will no longer haunt you

and calling the physicians from the pharmacies will no longer be required.

The pharmacy itself will now be able to save all indents with the prescribers

name in original. It also gives a reminders for monthly medication there by

increasing revenue and creating a loyalty based business model. 

Digital Pharmacy indent.
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Diagnostic reports are available instantly on the app. Interfacing of all kinds of

diagnostic machines. Sharing important diagnostics reports across the

platform and reducing time is a boon to everyone involved, in a real-time.

Storage of all Dicom images like X-rays, ultrasound, CT, MRI, and reports in

login was never possible before. Super Dr gives you the freedom and security

to do so. 

Diagnostic & labs.



Patients can now share their investigations and other important

reports for multiple opinions anywhere in the world in a jiffy. It will

avoid you all the traffic and transportation hazards of the previous era.

A quick second opinion can be sort without leaving the hospital

premises, thereby increasing faith and wasting no resources on

traveling to some other Physician just for an expert second opinion. 

E-sharing of 
Reports.
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The major hassle post-treatment is reimbursements from various

organizations such as your Employers, TPA, and the Insurance Company.  

All your claim forms can be auto-filled if prescribed rightly for

reimbursement or Cashless treatment. Soon the Super Dr will have a

networking system in place with all the major reimbursing agencies in

the world.

Medi-claims Online



e Medical certificates is a very important and a key feature for today’s

HR managements. Its inbuilt templates help the treating physician to

generate your Medial certificate along with your Consultation without

an extra effort. This can be sent to the desired destination from within

the App, & also stored for future references 

Medical certificates.

52

Entire world medicine knowledgebase, with online references and

documentations can be easily accessed at the click of a button, for

medical and non-medical references. The generic and the brand name

with the maker, the batch no for tracing is available to track everything

for a safer Healthcare environment. 

Drug Diary and 
Education.



Every time you visit a Doctor there are lot of questions you want to ask,

But every time you come back you seem to miss that question about

something. You can always ask your Dr to share the Do’s and Don’ts

templates available on the App for a particular Medical or surgical

treatment

Do’s and Don'ts.
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This App was especially designed for the Mother and infant care where

the parent never misses out on any vaccination, or important aspect of

raising a baby. From the first month of pregnancy till the final vaccine all

the important markers and reminders are incorporated.

Vaccination reminders



All the credentials of your Dr is available for your reference and Medi-

claim purposes. From the registration number to the number of

years he is been in practice and also the number patients he has

treated and the testimonials of his patients. This builds up

immediate trust and helps in overall patient Doctor relationship. 

Doctors credentials
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The authorities and health administration will give you alerts on the

epidemic spread in your area and also suggest necessary precautions.

Prepare you for various seasons. Seasonal alerts will also be provided any

health offer by the state can also be found in the app.

Epidemic outburst & 
Seasonal Alerts



You can have the List of Medical centers with their infrastructure

listed in a designed manner with facilities and their tariff clearly

mentioned, across the world News about various health offers are

available globally.

Specialty Surgical
Centers
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The online Ambulance search locates the nearest ambulance available,

with all the info about the various types of ambulances in the city you can

actually see the facilities provided in the ambulance while booking it

during a transfer or an emergency. Pay online and get e bills for accounts.

Search ambulance 
near me



No more sending emotional messages for Blood. If its available

anywhere in the city, it will be displayed in the app. One can easily

locate the availability of the particular Blood in the nearest Blood bank

to the patient at that time and reserve it from the app.

Blood Bank Locator
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Home care services and many other health care services can be searched and

contacted within the app. The search bar gives you choices of every medical

facility available in town.

Homecare services
(online).



Medical devices equipments and instruments available on rent can be

searched and indented within the app. If you are lucky enough you can

get it free of cost from a user, or if you have an equipment to donate you

can give it to an actual deserving person. 

Medical equipments,
Buy or rent
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Super Dr offers a perfect balance transparency and economic prosperity.

The future of Medical practice in India is as bright as it ever was, with the

local and international awareness of the Indian medical practitioners

potential increasing, there is tremendous demand for our medical fraternity.

Super Dr Not only offers you platform for a protocol based practice but also

a launch pad so you can promote and show the great work you do in your

daily practice. Make yourself more visible than ever before by any marketing

tool.

Grow with 
Super Dr
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Saving of minimum Rs 

5 to 6 Lacs 
every month on X-Ray Films  per Hospital

Printers worth Rs 

20 to 25 lacs 
one time per Hospital

Papers worth 

Rs 20 to 25 lacs 
per year. 

Diacom & Other Softwares Worth 

15 to 20 lacs 
one time per Hospital

Total savings in 3 years 

Rs 3 crores  
per Hospital...

Savings...
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Accreditation
of standards
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Accreditation
of standards
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AWARDS &
RECOGNITIONS
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AWARDS &
RECOGNITIONS
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AWARDS &
RECOGNITIONS
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AWARDS &
RECOGNITIONS



Social Media

ZEE News Youtube Video ABP News Youtube Video

Queue Management Video Hospital Management Video 
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Scan to watch our Videos...



THE HEALTHCARE
ECOSYSEM
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Introducing
proudly

i9  innovat ions  & educat ions

India ' s  f ir s t  &
currently the

only Healthcare
networking
platform.

www. i9 innovat ions . com


